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Stoke-on-Trent, UK, February 1, 2023 
 

 

MICHELIN TYRES AND PTG TECHNOLOGY PROVES 

PERFECT SOLUTION FOR A I WALGATE & SON 
 

• Central Tyre Inflation System from PTG helps Lincolnshire farm 

reduce soil compaction  
• Arable farming business calculates 10mm per hour difference in 

infiltration rate between tyres set at road pressures and optimal field 
pressures 

 

A I Walgate & Son has recorded significant improvements in the health of 
its soil having equipped its Fendt 724 tractor and two frontline implements 

with PTG Central Tyre Inflation Systems (CTIS) and MICHELIN Ultraflex 
Technology tyres. 

 
The business farms approximately 700 hectares of land in the Lincolnshire 

Wolds, of which 500 hectares are in arable rotation, concentrating on 
combinable broadacre crops. 

 
A I Walgate & Son runs Michelin tyres across all its agricultural machinery 

and is utilising the latest technology from PTG – part of the Michelin Group 
– to ensure the fitments on its new tractor, Fliegl trailer and Horizon DSX 

drill are running at optimal pressures for the ground on which they work. 
 

James Walgate, Director of A I Walgate & Son, says: “We’ve been very 

impressed with the impact of the PTG system. Because we don’t plough 
anything now, everything is direct drilled, we’re very conscious of wheelings 

and compaction. This set up really helps in terms of mitigating compaction, 
which dries the air out of the soil so when it gets waterlogged it more easily 

becomes anaerobic, which is the last thing you want for your soil health. 
 

“We did some work where we went up the field with the tyres set at road 
pressures and had half an inch of rain the next night, and you could see 

the water stood in the wheelings. But when we did the same work with the 
optimal field pressures there was nothing. The water infiltration rate with 

the road pressures was calculated to be 8mm an hour compared with 18mm 
per hour where it had been run with the field pressures.” 
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The PTG systems were all supplied and fitted by TractAir – Michelin’s 

approved UK partner for CTIS installation. The farm also has VarioGrip 
technology on its other Fendt tractor. 

 
“Crucially, TractAir also supplied us with a compressor which we can put on 

the front of the tractor with VarioGrip to ensure we have the volume of air 
required for the four tyres on the trailer – because that is constantly going 

between the road and the field,” adds Walgate.   
 

“We don’t need that capacity on the drill because once we get to the field, 
we let the tyres down and drill all day. When we want to come home we 

can blow them up and the VarioGrip on the 828 is good enough for that. 

But it takes ten minutes to inflate the tyres from field to road pressure 
without the Compressor, and obviously that’s too long if you’re constantly 

switching between field and road work.” 
 

The Fendt 724 tractor is fitted with MICHELIN XeoBib VF 600/60 R30 front 
tyres and VF 710/60 R42 rears, while the Fendt 828 is equipped with 

MICHELIN EvoBib VF 600/70 R30 fronts and VF 710/70 R42 on the rear. 
The Horizon DSX drill is sat on MICHELIN CargoXBib High Flotation VF 

750/60 R30.5 fitments and the trailer is equipped with CargoXBib High 
Flotation 600/55 R26.5 tyres.  

 
All the tyres benefit from Michelin’s patented Ultraflex technology – 

meaning they can carry considerably more weight than standard farm tyres 
and operate at very low pressures, minimising soil compaction and crop 

damage in the field. Tyres with Michelin Ultraflex Technology have been 

scientifically proven to boost farmer’s yields by up to four per cent. 
 

“We have always run with Michelins,” adds Walgate. “In our book, nothing 
can compare in terms of value for money. You get what you pay for.” 

 
About Michelin 

Michelin, the leading mobility company, is dedicated to enhancing its 
clients’ mobility, sustainably; designing and distributing the most suitable 

tyres, services and solutions for its clients’ needs; providing digital services, 
maps and guides to help enrich trips and travels and make them unique 

experiences; and developing high-technology materials that serve a variety 
of industries. Headquartered in Clermont-Ferrand, France, Michelin is 
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present in 177 countries, has 124,760 employees and operates 68 tyre 
production facilities which together produced around 173 million tyres in 

2021. (www.michelin.com) 
 

More information on how Michelin assists transport businesses achieve its 
sustainability goals and run more efficiently can be found at  

business.michelin.co.uk. 
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